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Andy Bruner
History major senior seminar
Around the early 1970s, newspapers began incorporating a series of new page
design features collectively known as "modernism" or "high modernism." The unifying
theme of these features was their supposed accessibility to readers. Modem design, print
designers began to believe, presented information in ways that caused newspaper readers
to pay closer attention to a page's content and to make sense of what they saw more
quickly. These means of presentation primarily include greater prominence of visuals vs.
text, the arrangement of story packages as rectangles on the page, a reduction in the
number of stories per page and the first widespread use of color in print. So ubiquitous
did these and other less revolutionary characteristics become in the decades following
1970 that historians refer to these years as a distinct period in newspaper design history:
the modem era. 1
Though scholars debate whether or not the modem era continues to the present or
saw its end sometime in the near past, they have con tructed a widely accepted narrative
of modernism's industry-wide growth. According to this narrative, modem design
diffused from early adopters to the rest of the print media industry over the course of
about three decades, the turning point coming in the early 1980s, when the successful
debut of the then-revolutionary USA Today brought many converts to modernism. A
second school of thought interprets USA Today as the first "postmodern" newspaper

I See Kevin G. Barnhurst and John Nerone, The Form a/News: A History (New York: The Guilford Press,
2001),202; Mario J. Garcia, Contemporary Newspaper Design: A Structural Approach (Englewood Cliffs,
NJ: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1981), ]; Sally 1. Morano, "Newspaper Design," in David W. Sloan and Lisa
Mullikin Parcell, eds., American Journalism: History, Principles, Practices (Jefferson, NC: McFarland &
Company, Inc., Publishers, 2002), 322. Sandra H. Utt and Steve Pasternack say the design changes of the
time amount to "a revolution of sorts," though they identify the start of the period in the 1960s rather than
the 70s; Sandra H. Utt and Steve Pasternack, "Front Pages of U.S. Daily Newspapers," Journalism
Quarterly 61:4 (Winter 1984): 879.
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rather than a leader of modernism, but studies on the prevalence of newspaper design
features show that within 10 to 15 years of USA Today's debut, modem design came to

be the standard for newspapers. Despite the argument on USA Today's significance, then,
the modem era undoubtedly continued at least through the tum of the century.
Beneath this very generalized account, scholars offer no consensus on what
factors contributed to modem design's spread. Technology, size and competitive status
have all been offered as reasons why any given newspaper might adopt modem design in
a certain way and at a certain rate, but because these forces can often work against each
other, creating a standard model for the spread of modernism to newspapers at the
individual level has proven quite difficult. This paper attempts to contribute to the
creation of such a model by examining the modernization of a small college newspaper,
The DePauw, from the dawn of the new design era in 1970 to the individual newspaper's

full transition to modem design in the early 1990s. Looking at a newspaper like The
DePauw provides important insight into the spread of modem design, because college

newspapers operate under inherently different circumstances than mainstream
commercial papers. Most newspapers' approaches to design change are affected by a
financial need to maintain customers over a long period of time, but the readerships of
college newspapers are in a state of constant turnover. To place the experience of The
DePauw into a larger context, this paper compares The DePauw's modernization with the

experiences of three nationally circulated newspapers operating under more mainstream
market circumstances: The

ew York Times, Wall Street Journal and USA Today.

Many newspapers, including the three examined here that predate modernism The DePauw, New York Times and Wall Street Journal- incorporated modem design
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over a period of years rather than in a short burst. One widely used explanation for slow
modernization is that successful newspapers - a category that would definitely include
the Times and Journal - resist changing their look to appear above momentary trends and
to emphasize a connection to their past excellence. 2 But because of The DePauw's everchanging audience and, consequently, its lack of market incentives to change slowly, this
theory is inadequate for explaining the paper's slow modernization.
Other theories of change, however, are consistent with a slow modernization
model for The DePauw. Some scholars believe the capabilities and restrictions of
technology are a major factor in a newspaper's adoption of modem design, regardless of
its level of desire to change. 3 Still others say the presence of a dedicated design staff in
the newsroom is what causes a paper to instigate change. 4 Both of these theories should
show a correlation between newspaper size and rate of adoption of modem design,
because those papers with larger budgets can more easily afford cutting-edge design
technology, and those with larger staffs can more easily create specialized positions for
design. A comparison of the modernization of The DePauw and New York Times supports
this line of thinking, as the Times took its most important steps toward modem design
between five and 10 years sooner than The DePauw did. Yet The Wall Street Journal's
approach shows size alone does not determine a paper's rate of adoption of modernism.
The Journal did not include color or even photos on its front page until the 21 st century,
and took only modest steps in other areas of modem design.

Kevin G. Barnhurst, Seeing the Newspaper (New York: St. Martin's Press, 1994), 197; John D. Berry,
ed., Contemporary Newspaper Design: Shaping the News in a Digital Age: Typography and Image on
Modern Newsprint (West New York, N.J.: Mark Batty Publisher, 2004), 4.
3 Barnhurst and Nerone, Form o/News, 214-215; Morano, "Newspaper Design," 323.
4 Wilson Lowrey, "Explaining Variability in Newspaper Design: An Examination of the Role of Newsroom
Subgroups," Journalism and Mass Communication Quarterly 80:2 (Summer 2003): 354, 360.
2
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Based upon the examples of the newspapers in this study, the answer to this

puzzle lies in a combination of all the theories laid out above. Market forces determine a
newspaper's will to change; size and financial resources detennine its ability to change.

The DePauw does not share the Times's and Journal's incentives to keep its look the
same, but, being a far smaller newspaper, it does not have comparable money to spend on
the resources that make design change easier. Though newspaper issues tell us little about
when The DePauw gained different design technologies - printing methods, computer
software, etc. - other scholars' studies on the prevalence of modem design features
indicate the paper made changes consistent with industry trends. By 1995 The DePauw's
design included every characteristic of modernism, though it did not match the graphic
sophistication of some newspapers with more resources. As a small-circulation
newspaper, The DePauw was slow to start modernization compared to the national
papers, but when The DePauw did change, the absence oflong-tenn audience
expectations allowed it to go about the shift without the element of caution seen in the
national newspapers. Indeed, we find The DePauw actually preceded both The New York

Times and Wall Street Journal in reaching full modernization.

Source selection methodology
The sheer amount of primary source material available when researching 25 years
of newspaper design history made it necessary to choose a representative sample set of
issues rather than examine the content of every edition of The DePauw over that span.
Yet creating such a sample inevitably adds complication. Because my purpose was to
explain the modernization process of The DePauw in relation to the theory of industry-

5
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wide modernization, I found it wise to base my source sample on The DePauw to make
sure I could fully explain the changes it underwent between 1971 and 1995. Sample
issues of the three national newspapers were then selected to match The DePauw's
sample, so that the research was consistent among different sources.
The most open-ended part of the selection process was choosing what interval
between issues was proper. There were any number of reasonable options, but I
ultimately chose to examine issues in five-year increments based upon the specific
circumstances of The DePauw as a college newspaper. Because the typical DePauw
student graduates in four years, selecting issues five years apart theoretically provides a
snapshot of The DePauw's product under a unique staff each time. From the standpoint
of direct student involvement in the creation of the paper, each issue examined would be
completely distinct from the rest in the sample set.
As for choosing the individual issues to examine within each fifth year, the
complexity in selecting a 'typical' issue from any era of The DePauw's history made
random sampling an inadequate option. Newspaper design on an issue-by-issue basis
involves significant variations due to the nature of the product. Content at least partially
dictates form, and the content of the news is constantly changing. From this reality arises
the danger that a randomly selected issue that is not representative of its era would
produce a skewed picture of the changes in the newspaper over the years, perhaps to the
point of making my findings illegitimate. My approach then, was first to narrow my

search to either the fall or spring semester of a given school year - which was done in the
most random fashion, a coin flip - and then to scan each issue of that semester to identify
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what characteristics were the norm. 5 The most obvious characteristic to help me define a
typical issue was the number of pages. In an issue with the mode number of pages for the
semester, design would not be affected by stretching the issue to accommodate more
content or squeezing the paper's usual look into a condensed form. For that reason, after
having identified the mode number of pages per issue for a given semester, I limited my
search for a representative issue to only editions of that length.
The selection process clearly became more subjective after identifying potential
issues based on the number of pages, and there were actually two interests at play in my
decision. On the one hand, I based an issue's normalcy on how often its design
characteristics were used in the given semester being examined. If there were recurring
features in the paper, did a given issue include or omit that content? If an issue had an
immediately noticeable feature, such as a large photo essay, was it representative of The
DePauw's design at the time or an unusual feature for the paper? On the other han~, I

was willing to divert slightly from an issue that was the most typical in order to get a
sample with variety of content. For instance, it seems that informational graphics (or
infographics, e.g. charts, diagrams, etc.) have only been used regularly in The DePauw
since the 1990s, but when possible I chose earlier issues featuring infographics of some
type so that I could compare their use and style over the years. Generally speaking, I gave
normalcy more weight than variety. For example, ifmy options were an issue with so
many graphics that they detracted from the prominence of other features in the paper or
an issue with no graphics, I chose the latter, believing it more important to accurately
The college academic calendar, starting in the fall of one year and ending in the spring of the next year,
adds some twists to determining the interval between sources. If a spring semester issue was examined for
one period and a fall semester issue was examined for the next, the difference in calendar years between the
two would be four rather than five. In the opposite case - a fall issue followed by a spring issue - the
difference would be six calendar years.
5
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depict the changing design of The DePauw than to find one outlier issue that contained
each characteristic I hoped to compare over time.
After assembling a six-issue sample set of The DePauw from 1970 to 1995, I
found the issues of the national newspapers from the same dates and again engaged in a
subjective sampling - this time of those papers' pages, since their editions are so much
larger than The DePauw's that looking at the entire issues would have been overly

cumbersome and unnecessary. Each section front was included in the sample - a decision
based on the industry norm that newspapers put the most stock in their front page 6 along with usually one inside page of each section. 7 The inside pages of national
newspapers were chosen along the same criteria as issues of The DePauw, weighing
frequency of their features and variety of content.
The sample set produced by all these considerations is definitive in that it reflects
the timing and nature of great changes in The DePauw and the print media as a whole.
Yet, at the same time, another historian could pick six different issues between 1970 and
1995 that he or she believes are equally representative. This admission does not
invalidate my findings; it is simply recognition of the subjectivity of historical analysis.
The legitimacy of this research rests not on the publication dates of the sample issues, but
on the trends represented in the pages of those issues. For that reason, I am confident the
findings based upon my sample accurately reflect the process of modernization at The
DePauw.

6 Steve Pasternack and Sandra Utt, "America's Front Pages: A lO-Year Update," Newspaper Research
Journal 16:4 (Fall 1995): 3.
7 Editions of The Wall Street Journal from early in the research period had only one section, so at least four
total pages were used from those sources.
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Early diffusion of modem design
At the dawn of the modem era, the central and most revolutionary new design
feature was modular format: packaging stories and art in rectangles rather than on a
vertical, column-by-column basis. Instead of a collection of pieces arranged as they
happened to fit on the page, "[t]he entire page worked together as a conceptual canvas"
under modular design. 8 This design characteristic originated in a place far removed from
American newspapers: Swiss art colleges that preached the "clean" beauty of rectangles
and grids. In the American print media, modular packaging soon came to be associated
with a horizontal layout structure in contrast to the traditional vertical packaging of
newspapers, though the Swiss originators had not endorsed either vertical or horizontal
layout. 9 Along with modular design, new practices of the early '70s included increased
white space, elimination of uniform column widths throughout the page, a switch to more
legible text and more prominent use of photographs. lo
While these characteristics collectively represented the beginning of a new era in
print design, it must be noted that not all of the individual tenets of modernism were new
to newspapers - a fact that occasionally complicates the designation of a specific paper as
modem or conservative. For example, when The New York Times switched from eight
columns per page to six in the late 1970s, it was seen as a sign of modernism's invasion
of the paper. Yet The New York Times had featured six columns for many years in the
19th century. I I The conservative Wall Street Journal used six columns per page
throughout the 1970s as well. As an isolated feature, the number of columns used by the
Barnhurst and Nerone, Form ofNews, 209.
Barnhurst, Seeing the Newspaper, 186-189.
10 Kevin G. Barnhurst, "News as Art," Journalism Monographs 130 (December 1991): 2-3; Utt and
Pasternack, "Front Pages afU.S. Daily Newspapers," 879.
11 Garcia, Contemporary Newspaper Design, 48.
8
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Journal and Times in the late '70s suggests a similarity between the two. But taken in

context of each paper's total design, their uses of six columns represent two very
different styles. The Journal had maintained a six-column format for years; the Times
changed to six columns as one part of the paper's modernization efforts. This exception
does not illegitimate the general theory that modernism was a new phase of design
history. It does, however, mean one must look not only at a newspaper's features to
determine its modernity, but at the way those features came about over time.
In the case of The DePauw of April 30, 1971, both the issue's design features and
their disappearance in years to come suggest the newspaper was typical of the print
industry just before the start of the modem era. The pre-modernist philosophy shown in
this issue of The DePauw is now known as Victorian design, characterized by: vertical
layout; uniform, narrow columns; wide use of deck headlines (secondary headlines used
to convey extra information before a reader gets to the actual article); and variation of
headline fonts. 12 The DePauw's April 30, 1971 front page includes six separate articlescompared to four front page items in the 1995 sample issue - arranged in doglegged units
that defy simple explanation for their shaping. Rectangles are not completely absent at
this point: Short articles that can be tucked toward the bottom of the page often come in
four-sided boxes, as is the case with two brief stories on the front page of the April 30 th
issue, but rectangles are clearly present only as a convenient shape to fill out the page.
The overall tone of the issue's front page is unmistakably Victorian. The five columns of
text are broken up only by headlines up to three columns wide and two black and white
photographs. The only white space on the page follows headlines that don't quite fit the
length of their allotted number of columns. The total absence of deck headlines in the
12

Barnhurst, "News as Art," 1.
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issue shows though that some aspects of Victorian design - which had predominated
since the 19th century - are absent from The DePauw's pages by 1971. 13
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The front pages ofThe DePauw, New York Times and Wall Street Journalfrom April 30, 1971.
13

The DePauw, April 30, 1971.
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A major difference between The DePauw at this point in time and its descendents

is the prominence given to photographs. The larger of the two April 30, 1971 front-page
photos is placed below the middle of the tabloid page, not exactly eye-grabbing
positioning by modem standards. Every photo inside the eight-page issue comes at the
bottom of the article it accompanies, often in a comer of the story package. Yet the paper
doesn't totally disregard the impact of prominent photo placement. In the April 30 th issue,
a simple headshot of a quoted source accompanies the lead story toward the top-right of
the front page - the traditional positioning for a newspaper's most important item in
Victorian style. 14 The page location of photos in the issue does not suggest a total lack of
concern for visuals then, but rather suggests a belief that prominent spots on the page are
better filled with text than with art.
In addition to photos, the April 30, 1971 issue includes another kind of graphic: a
hand-drawn map of Indiana showing what areas fall in different time zones. The
historical significance of the infographic lies in how it compares to graphics in The
DePauw from later years. Without assigning value judgments to hand-illustrated vs.

computer-generated art, one still sees the remarkable changes technology brought to
newspapers' visual capabilities between 1971 and 1995. By the 1990s, an infographic
made by hand would be the oddest of anomalies in The DePauw, even though it was far
more conservative than some of the national newspapers in its use of graphics.

14

Garcia, Contemporary Newspaper Design, 38-39; The DePauw, April 30, 1971.
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Below: Hand-drawn graphics like
this one, appearing on page five
ofthe April 30, 1971 issue of The
DePauw, would become
practically archaic by the 1990s.
Right: Note that the item at the
bottom ofthis page from the April
30, 1971 issue of The New York
Times has wider columns than the
item above and to the left ofit.
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Compared to the design of The New York Times and Wall Street Journal, The
DePauw of 1971 is less modem than the former and far more modem than the latter.

While not widely thought of today as part of the print industry's cutting edge of design,
the Times has by 1971 eliminated most of the doglegs from its pages to feature a roughly
modular layout, though still vertical in nature and featuring uniform column width. The
Times also gives more prominence to photos than The DePauw does at this time, usually

placing large photos at the top of each section front. On the April 30, 1971 front page,
two photos are placed in the top-right and top-left of the page respectively, and an even
larger photo shows up in the middle-bottom of the page, where it likely would be quickly
noticed when the reader flipped the broadsheet paper over while it was still folded for
delivery or street sale. IS

15

The New York Times, April 30, 1971.
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While uniform columns are the norm in the 1971 Times, it is noteworthy that two
April 30 th section front items - the news summary in the "Metropolitan" section and the
"Sports of the Times" feature in the "Sports" section - are widened to break the paper's
usually strict eight-column format. Though these items are clearly outliers in the Times's
usual look, the willingness to vary columns to break up the visual monotony of the page
was a maj or part of modem design in 1971, showing the Times is incorporating change in
modest doses. On the other hand, one respect in which the '71 Times is more antiquated
than The DePauw is its use of deck headlines. Five front-page articles feature decks, with
two articles having two apiece. Decks appear more often on section fronts than inside
pages, but are clearly a staple of the Times's design, as they would continue to be
throughout the years 1971-1995, even as the newspaper modernized in most other
respects. 16
Unlike The New York Times, The Wall Street Journal shows no signs of design
modernization of any kind in 1971, appearing even more Victorian than The DePauw.
The Journal's April 30th front page features what one might call pure vertical layout.
While The DePauw and The New York Times are basically vertical, they package stories
across multiple columns. On the Journal's front, no item spans more than one column,
with one minor exception. The "What's News" feature runs across two columns, but the
content itself does not run from the bottom of one column to the top of the next in the
middle of a news brief; rather, only the text heading "What's News -" combines the
columns. I?

16

17

The New York Times, April 30, 1971, September 24, 1985, September 9,1995.
The Wall Street Journal, April 30, 1971.
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Aluminum Output
This chart is the only visual on the
front page ofthe April 30, 1971 Wall
Street Journal. Notice how small it is
in the context ofthe entire front page,
which is pictured on page 10.

1"

1'71

PRODUCrION at aluminum rose to a. sea·
sonally a.djusted annual rate of. 3.98 million
tons ill March from 3.97 JIUllion tons in February, the Aluminum A:>sociation reports.

The only visual item of any kind on the front page is a small standalone chart on
aluminum production. (Such a chart showing a detailed economic trend was a regular
feature of the Journal's front page for many years.) While charts and infographics would
come to be considered a key feature of modem design in the 1980s with the arrival of
USA Today,18 The Wall Street Journal's regular chart can hardly be described as a
precursor of modernism on its front page; the paper's financial focus means it has always
featured charts and graphs in some fashion. More telling of the Journal's philosophy on
design is the fact that the only photographs found in the entire April 30, 1971 issue are in
advertisements.

19

If The DePauw considered photos complementary to text rather than

important content in their own right in 1971, The Wall Street Journal disregarded photos
altogether.
Yet the Journal was clearly atypical of the newspaper industry at the time. A
study done a little more than a year after these first sample issues were published shows
that the trend toward modem design characteristics was already picking up steam in
1972. In their study of the front pages of 66 competing daily newspapers in 31 cities
during fiscal year 1972, Weaver, Mullins and McCombs concluded that "[t]oday's editors
have turned to the use of more 'white space,' color illustrations and fewer stories per
18
19

Barnhurst, "News as Art," 2; Morano, "Newspaper Design," 323.
The Wall Street Journal, April 30, 1971.
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page in hopes of making their newspapers more attractive to the consumer. ,,20 A less
representative study, examining 95 jointly owned morning-evening paper groups
(meaning the authors studied 190 papers) in 1975 found some modem techniques were
becoming common, but many old ideas still remained. Among the study's findings were
that the sample newspapers frequently boxed stories and used kickers (small headlines
above the primary headline used to identify the story's subject, e.g. "World Series" or
"Stock market update"), and that the largest front-page headline ran at least half the width
of the page, representing a small move toward more horizontallayout. 21 It must be noted
that the study was not examining the modernity of design features, only their prevalence.
As the modem era of newspaper design began in earnest, early adopters were
characterized by "fewer columns, a horizontal layout, simplified headlines, many visual
elements, and clear organization," according to two media historians. 22
Few of the trends identified by these sources are to be found in The DePauw of
the mid-1970s. As of 1975, the paper remains stuck to the traditional vertical layout with
doglegged story packages starting at several vertical points across the page. In the
November 18, 1975 issue, a hand-drawn pie chart on page two and map on page four
demonstrate that the paper's means of creating graphics had not changed at all since
1971. The DePauw has at least begun to make photos a central design feature of its pages

rather than secondary accompaniment to text. Many of the photos in the November 18,
1975 issue run alongside the accompanying story, the top of the picture beginning at the

20 David H. Weaver, L.E. Mullins and Maxwell E. McCombs, "Competing Daily Newspapers: A
Comparison of Content and Format," AN?A Research Bulletin 8, Dec. 31, 1974 (Washington, D. c.:
American Newspaper Publishers Association, 1974): 3-5.
21 Gerald C. Stone, John C. Schweitzer and David H. Weaver, "Adoption of Modem Newspaper Design,"
Journalism Quarterly 55:4 (Winter 1978): 761-764.
22 Barnhurst and Nerone, Form ofNews, 190-191.
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same level as the headline. On the issue's front page, a fairly large standalone photo runs
just below the page-spanning masthead (newspaper title space). The presence of a kicker
on the front page aligns The DePauw with the average newspaper of 1975, though this
feature was not considered modem. The extremely old-fashioned Wall Street Journal, for
example, was fond of kickers. 23
.....
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Left: The front page ofthe November 18,
1975 The DePauw. Below: Hand-drawn
graphics continued to be used in The
DePauw in 1975.
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Along with catching up to trends in the placement of photos, The DePauw's most
decidedly modem change between April 30, 1971 and November 18,1975 was
decreasing the number of stories on the front page from six to three - a drop made more
notable given that the paper is a tabloid, meaning its story count per page will always be
lower than broadsheet newspapers. 24 The DePauw actually preceded The Wall Street

Journal and New York Times in this trend, as the number of stories on the November 18,
1975 front pages of those papers remained at their 1971 levels - five and 11 respectively.

The DePauw, ovember 18, 1975; The Wall Street Journal, ovember 18, 1975.
If a standalone photo is counted as a separate item, the difference becomes four items in 1975 to six in
1971. The DePauw, ovember 18, 1975.

23

24
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Each of the Times's 1975 section fronts has the same number of stories as its 1971
counterpart, except that the "Sports" section front doesn't include any sports team
standings in 1975, meaning it has two fewer items but the same number of actual
articles. 25 While the bedrock of modern design, modular layout, had not yet arrived at
The DePauw in 1975, a less crammed front page and more prominent photo placement

show that the paper was taking steps away from the Victorian era.
If these two changes indicate only a piecemeal approach to modernization, The
DePauw of 1975 still shows a greater difference from 1971 than do either The New York
Times or Wall Street Journal. The latter, in fact, features absolutely no significant

differences between its April 30, 1971 and November 18,1975 issues save the addition of
a page-one hand-drawn portrait accompanying an article. The Times in 1975 holds steady
with a modular layout presented in a Victorian fashion, widespread use of decks,
prominent photo placement and occasional column variation. The innovativeness of the
last characteristic is hampered somewhat by the fact that the November 18, 1975 Times
uses irregular column widths in the exact same spots it did in 1971: the "Metropolitan"
section's news summary and the "Sports of the Times" feature. 26

25

26

The New York Times, November 18, 1975; The Wall Street Journal, November 18, 1975.
Ibid.
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Thefront pages ofthe November 18, 1975 New York Times and Wall Street Journal.

Yet small hints at larger changes to come are visible in the Times's November 18,
1975

IS

ue. Page 32 feature four photo of auntering model accompanying a fa mon

review. While three of the photos are shaped as typical rectangles, one of the models is
cut out from a photo background, allowing her to step out of the page's white space, her
skirt fluttering over the borders of the next photo to the left. The model's shoe also
invades the space for the article text. Though the text doesn't wrap around the shape of
her shoe, the start of the column is pushed down by the cut-out picture. Similarly, in the
"Sports" section on page 44, a graphic accompanying an article and photo is not merely
an interesting visual feature, but a tool for conveying information to the reader. The
graphic shows the exact field positions of the referee crew and significant players during
a controversial play in a Cardinals-Redskins football game. Using information-heavy

19
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graphics and removing pieces of pictures from their background to let them interact with
other page elements are techniques that came to define the modem period in newspaper
design in the following decade. 27 Just as with varied column widths in the Times, these
practices were clearly exceptions to the nonn. Nonetheless, these forays into modernism
show that the paper was considering the techniques of cutting-edge design, looking for
ways to incorporate them without disrupting the product's overall image. 28
~~/~_
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Above: The cutout photo in this
fashion review is a cutting-edge
feature in the mostly conservative
New York Times of 1975. Left: This
infographic from the same issue
(November 18, 1975) accompanying
afootball story shows the vastly
different capabilities ofthe Times
and The DePauw at the time.

Such caution is the hallmark of The New York Times's approach in the late 1970s,
as the paper was quietly becoming a trend setter in modem design. While the news
section of the Times continued to look much the same as it has for years, the paper
27

28

Barnhurst, Seeing the Newspaper, 196.
The New York Times, November 18, 1975.
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introduced "some of the most innovative and beautifully designed inside sections of any
newspaper in the country," the widely respected design critic Mario J. Garcia writes. 29
Garcia believes the design of such sections was part of a trend toward a more magazinelike look for newspapers, featuring fewer items per page, wider columns, larger and more
prominent photos and "greater use of vertical column alignment.,,3o The last example
contradicts what other experts have noted as a move toward horizontal layout in
newspapers, but Garcia's general sentiment is supported by another historian who argues
the industry's introduction of topical sections such as "Weekend" and "Living"
effectively incorporated the content style and look of newsmagazines into the daily
newspaper. 31 On this development, the Times was among the most progressive
newspapers in the nation, yet if one saw the paper's front page at a newsstand, one would
be unaware of most of these changes.
That's not to say the Times's face escaped all change. Most significantly, the
entire newspaper switched its basic page fonnat from eight columns to six in 1976, a
move publisher Arthur Sulzberger said was meant to give the Times "a more open, easierto-read fonnat.,,32 Just as placing fewer items on the front page was meant to make the
paper look 'friendlier,' designers believed wider columns were easier on the eye,
increasing readership even if the audience wouldn't consciously notice the effect of the
change on their consumption. 33

Garcia, Contemporary Newspaper Design, 3.
Garcia, Contemporary Newspaper Design, 34-35.
31 James Devitt, "The Daily Newsweekly," in Philip S. Cook, Douglas Gomery and Lawrence W. Lichty,
eds., The Future of ews: Television-Newspapers-Wire Services-Newsmagazines (Washington, D.C.: The
Woodrow Wilson Center Press, 1992): 137-138.
32 Quoted in The Wall Street Journal, June 15, 1976. Cited in Devitt, "The Daily Newsweekly," 139.
33 Garcia, Contemporary Newspaper Design, 77.
29
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All the changes The New York Times made during the late '70s are present in the

paper's November 4, 1980 issue. Though the front page still relies on vertical packaging,
each item is presented in a rectangle, and the number of stories is nearly half what it was
in 1975, down from 11 to six. The six-column format is readily noticeable. In perhaps the
most telling sign of the Times's newfound emphasis on page design, the front page is
vertically symmetrical. 34 While symmetry is not listed as a tenet of modem design, the
page's balance is obviously no accident, and shows Times designers are thinking not just
about fitting content onto the page, but how best to present the information visually.
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The front page ofthe November 4, 1980 New York Times displays the paper's switch from an eightcolumn standard to six during the late 1970s. Note that the page is vertically symmetrical. The front page
ofthe "Science Times" section from that issue shows the modern design changes that had been going on
inside the Times in recent years.
34

The New York Times, November 4, 1980.
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Inside the paper, more conspicuous features of modem design show up. Column
variation had been a rarity in 1971 and 1975; on November 4, 1980 it is a regular
strategy, found in every section of the paper except, ironically enough, the "Science
Times" pages, which are otherwise the most modem-looking section of the issue. The
paper regularly features lines and boxes to separate items from one another, and
infographics are given prominent placement in the November 4 news, "Business" and
"Science Times" sections. The latter, a product of the Times's late-'70s infusion of new
content, features a front page completely removed from the Victorian era of design. Four
large story packages fill the entire page, each one sectioned off from the others by border
lines. Three large visual elements - two photos and an infographic - claim the vertical
center of the page, with a diagram graphic showing the path of the Voyager spacecraft
being the page's dominant visual. The graphic takes up approximately one-eighth of the
page - a far cry from the tiny graph still featured as the main visual on The Wall Street
Journal's November 4,1980 front page. 35 Finally, nearly every article in the "Science

Times" section begins with a drop-capped letter, a small change in terms of page space,
but another example of the Times's desire to break up the monotony of column upon
column of indistinguishable black text. 36
The same strategy of conservatism on the front page and innovation inside is also
evident in The Wall Street Journal of November 4, 1980, albeit to a lesser degree. The
front page remains unchanged from 1971. In this particular issue, only two very small
illustrations used as logos for news coverage differentiate 1971 and 1980. However, the
front page of the paper's second section - a new addition since 1975 - features at least

35
36

The Wall Street Journal, November 4,1980.
The New York Times, November 4, 1980.
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two of the basics of modernism: modular layout and column variation. There are still no
photos on the page on November 4, 1980. The only visuals are a table, a small map
graphic and another illustrated story logo, yet those three items amount to a significant
change given that visual content in the Journal had previously been practically
nonexistent. 3? Roughly a decade after the start of modernism's spread, its effects were so
far-reaching that elements of change even mixed with the Victorian image of The Wall

Street Journal.
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While this 1980 front page ofthe Wall Street Journal remains basically unchanged since 1971, the paper's
new section 2 front page at least features modular design and column variation. Both pages are from the
November 4, 1980 issue.

37

The Wall Street Journal, November 4, 1980.
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A 1979 study of the front pages of 78 daily newspapers confirms the widespread
use of modem design characteristics. The authors found 66 percent of respondents used
modular layout, 62 percent varied column widths regularly and the mean number of
stories per front page was 5.7, though even traditional-looking papers were reducing their
story counts on the front page. 38 A major finding of the study was that newspapers were
becoming more flexible in their placement of front-page items, and that this trend
correlated with the use of modular layout; 44 percent of modular papers varied the
placement of their dominant headline, while only 25 percent of non-modular papers did
so. The majority of papers also no longer had a regular placement for the day's top
photo. 39 These changes - along with a growing use of graphics as dominant art - are
exactly the characteristics visible in the November 4, 1980 New York Times and, to a
lesser extent, The Wall Street Journal, though the latter still lags far behind in its use of
visual content.
While modernization was reinventing newspapers across the country, including

The

ew York Times, and even invading the Victorian look of The Wall Street Journal,

The DePauw of 1980 was taking few steps to keep up with design trends of the day. Part
of this lag can be attributed to the paper's tabloid format. With a slightly slimmer page,
varying column widths can't make as big a difference in the look of The DePauw, and in
fact the paper never changed its basic format from five columns per page between 1971
and 1995, though by 1985 the paper varied the number of columns regularly.40 A tabloid
page can also reasonably contain fewer stories than a broadsheet page to begin with, so

Utt and Pasternack, "Front Pages of U.S. Daily Newspapers," 88l.
Utt and Pasternack, "Front Pages ofU.. Daily ewspapers," 882.
40 Compare the issues of The DePauw from April 30, 197], November 4, ]980, September 24, 1985 and
September 8,1995.
38

39
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while The DePauw did follow the basic trend of reducing the number of front-page
stories over the years, the reduction was not as pronounced as in broadsheets like The

New York Times.
Still, the November 4, 1980 issue of The DePauw indicates the paper is largely in
a holding pattern from 1975. The DePauw now features more modular layout - including
a November 4th front page of totally rectangular items - but still uses some doglegs on
the majority of its pages, giving the paper merely an updated Victorian look at best.
Nevertheless, two small examples of modernization appear at this time. Though The

DePauw continues to print eight pages per issue, the paper has now begun identifying
separate sections - "Editorial" and "Sports" - perhaps a minor acknowledgment of the
industry's growing content segmentation. But naming specific sections does not coincide
with new ways of presenting content, as had been the case recently at The New York

Times when it created new weekly sections like "Science Times." The DePauw of 1980
also includes more prominent use of lined borders than in previous years. On November
4, one front-page story and the editorial are boxed in with curved-comer border lines that
must purposely match the look of the staffbox on page twO. 41 Yet such minor changes
don't overshadow The DePauw's slowness to adopt modular layout, column variation
and other key tenets of modem design.

41

The DePauw, November 4, 1980.
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The front page of The November 4, 1980 The DePauw features modular design, though inside pages still
have some doglegs. The issue's staffbox (middle) and editorial (right), as well as the item in the upperright corner ofthe front page, are surrounded by border lines utilizing a consistent style.

The DePauw's conservatism was by no means uncommon though. Two
newspaper design researchers characterize the years from the 1960s to about 1981 as the
early-adopter phase of modernism. Only a handful of forward-thinking publications, such
as The Milwaukee Journal and Minneapolis Star, fully incorporated features that would
become the nonn toward the end of the 1980s: color, continuing escalation of photo
prominence, and putting teasers to inside items above the front page masthead. 42 The
same authors label 1981-1986 the "homogenization period" for modem design, going so
far as to write in 1989, "Within the past five years, design shifts at American newspapers

42 Sandra H. Utt and Steve Pasternack, "How They Look: An Updated Study of American Newspaper Front
Pages," Journalism Quarterly 66:3 (Autumn 1989): 626.
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have been perhaps more radical and far-reaching than in the previous half-century
combined.,,43 The reason for this accelerated change can largely be explained by the
influence of one newspaper: USA Today.

Homogenization of modem design
Indeed, if one paper could be said to epitomize modem design, it would likely be

USA Today. Barnhurst writes that the newspaper's 1982 debut was a "bellwether" for
change in design philosophy.44 Historian Roger Black goes even further in writing of

USA Today's design, "[a] whole generation of newspapers struggled to either incorporate
that style or respond to it.,,45 What were the features that seemed so revolutionary in the
early 1980s? The generous amounts of color in USA Today were perhaps its most
immediately distinguishable characteristic. The creators of the newspaper invested in
color hoping to bring magazine advertisers, who took color for granted, to the
traditionally black and white newspaper industry.46 The tactic went beyond advertising
though. The paper's content took full advantage of its emphasis on color, featuring heavy
use of graphics - both photos and infographics - and shorter stories to keep the columns
of black text to a minimum. Many newspaper editors initially reacted negatively to USA

Today's innovations, calling the look (and content) superficial,47 but in a few short years,
the paper's success encouraged many previously conservative newspapers to change their
design, either in part or as a total redesign. 48

Utt and Pasternack, "How They Look," 621, 626.
Barnhurst, Seeing the Newspaper. 196.
45 Roger Black, foreword to Berry, Contemporary Newspaper Design, xi-xii.
46 Peter Prichard, The Making ofMcPaper: The Inside Story of USA Today (Kansas City: Andrews,
McMeel and Parker, 1987), 96.
47 Prichard, McPaper, 8, 118-119.
48 Morano, "Newspaper Design," 323.
43

44
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Some scholars, though, view the changes following USA Today's debut not as a

second phase of the modem era, but as the start of a completely new era altogether.
Barnhurst believes the 1980s saw the birth of the postmodern or late modern design
philosophy. The breakthrough, he believes, was the abolishment of rules of any sort for a
'whatever works' mentality that emphasizes designers' expression over readers'
convenience. Postmodernism, Barnhurst and John Nerone write, "treats design as a
grabbag, employing elements from every other period and using them to signify wildly
different things. ,,49 Black also fmds a distinct break between the modernism of the 1970s
and the postmodern revolution of the 1980s - a phase he believes is still active in the 21 5t
century. 50
Yet if a postmodern era based on the philosophy that all design techniques are
equal began in the 1980s, it should be reflected by an industry-wide breakdown in the
growth of modem design. Statistics do not bare this out, instead showing the dispersion
of modem design increased in the early 1980s. In an update of their 1979 study on frontpage design trends, Utt and Pasternack found that 78 percent of respondents had modular
layout in 1987, an increase of 12 percent over the nine years between studies. The
number of papers varying their column widths also increased, from 62 to 70 percent. 51
Graphics - either photos or infographics like charts - filled between 10 and 20 percent of
newspapers' news sections in 1987. 52 While historians speak of the 80s as the era when
color took over newspapers, just a little more than half of papers (56.6 percent) were
found to use color on the front page in 1988. While that represents an increase of more

Barnhurst and erone, Form ofNews, 211, 261-262; Barnhurst, "News as Art," 2.
Beny, Contemporary Newspaper Design, xii.
51 Utt and Pasternack, "How They Look," 624.
52 Leo Bogart, "State of the Industry," in Cook, Gomery, Lichty, Future ofNews, 96.

49

50
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than 20 percent since 1983, the number of papers using front-page color had doubled

between 1979 and 1983, according to one study. 53 Raw numbers cannot show causality,
but there seems to be no reason to argue with scholars' verdict that USA Today carried
widespread influence in the newspaper industry. The argument that that influence
represented a break with modern design, however, does not seem justified by statistics
from the period.
If one were to judge solely from the pages of the September 24, 1985 issues of
The Wall Street Journal and New York Times, one would be hard-pressed to find signs of

any major development in newspaper design since 1980. The differences between these
issues and those of November 4, 1980 represent only tweaks to the papers' looks. Both
the Journal and the Times have decreased their use of border lines between stories. The
issues from September 24, 1985 actually contain more exceptions to modular design than
their November 4, 1980 counterparts, though rectangle packages continue to be the
standard in both papers. Most pages of the Time from September 24, 1985 vary column
widths, while the Journal holds steady with minimal use of column variation on its
section 2 front page. 54
The one sign that the Times was following USA Today's lead between 1980 and
1985 is seen on the paper's "Metropolitan" and "Science Times" front pages. Both
section fronts on September 24 include a dominant package that incorporates prominent
use of visuals and not much text. In the "Science Times" section, new findings on how
the sun rotates are told through a large diagram and accompanying chart. The story is
placed below the art, which takes up more than a quarter of the entire page. On the
It should be noted that the 1983-87 increase is greater in real terms than the doubling between 1979 and
1983; Pasternack and Utt, "10-Year Update," 4; Utt and Pasternack, 'How They Look," 623.
54 The New York nmes, September 24, 1985; The Wall Street Journal, September 24, 1985.
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"Metropolitan" section front, four photos, including three large ones, and a map surround
a short single column of text describing a gasoline pipe burst in Staten Island. While each
of the visual elements comes in a traditional rectangular border, they are stacked on top
of each other to emphasize that they are all part of a single package. Such design-heavy
features were not new. The same two sections in the Times's November 4, 1980 issue had
featured front-page packages using basically the same techniques, but the Times has gone
a step further by 1985. This change matches the industry's move toward greater use of art
in the wake of USA Today.55

The lead packages in The New York Times's "Metropolitan" section on November 4, 1980 (left) and
September 24, 1985 (right) use similar design techniques, but the latter emphasizes visual elements even
more, adding an infographic and including more photos.

The USA Today of September 24, 1985 features all of the characteristics scholars
have cited as its trademarks. Most noticeable is the appearance of color on section front
and back pages. The paper clearly emphasizes cartoon-like infographics, occasionally at

55

The New York Times, November 4,1980 and September 24,1985.
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the expense of photos. Four mug shots are the only pictures on the front page, while the
dominant visual is a collection of graphs summarizing the nation's 1985 SAT scores,

with the graph data incorporated into an illustration of a student writing on paper. In the
bottom left of each section front, USA Today's regular "USA Snapshots" feature uses the
same techniques, presenting a newsworthy statistic incorporated into a cartoon
illustration. USA Today shows a more consistent emphasis on visuals than do The New

York Times or The Wall Street Journal, but a larger proportion of those visuals are
infographics. USA Today's use of photos is no more modem than the Times 'S.56
Other more modem features of the 1985 USA Today include greater column
variation and more horizontal items, though the September 24 issue is packaged mostly
vertically. While The Wall Street Journal and New York Times reduced their use of lines
between 1980 and 1985, every item in the September 24, 1985 USA Today is separated
from the other items on the page by lines and boxes of varying styles. It should be noted
that though USA Today is stricter in its use of modular packaging than the Times or the

Journal, its style includes one repeatedly non-modular technique: A headline will run
over multiple items, creating an upside-down-L-shaped package with another rectangular
item nestled into it. This practice is seen on the September 24, 1985 front page with the
story "Fair trade: Dollar down, Dow up," and the stand-alone graphic on SAT scores. 57

56

USA Today, September 24, 1985.

57

Ibid.
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The dominant visual on the front page ofthe
September 24, 1985 USA Today is one ofthe
paper's signature cartoon-like irifographics.
Notice that the headline "Fair trade: Dollar
down, Dow up" runs over the unrelated
graphic, creating an upside-down-L-shaped
package that was common in USA Today.

USA Today's masthead, a feature that receives much design attention at most
newspapers because it is seen as the institution's logo, also reflects modem philosophy.
Whereas the Times and Journal use full-page-wide, text-only mastheads, USA Today's
masthead takes up just the middle of the page, leaving room for teasers to inside stories in
the top left and right comers of the front page. And the masthead itself incorporates a
non-text element: a globe graphic that connects to the name "USA Today."s8 The
difference between the top of USA Today's front page and those of the Times and Journal
is indicative of the former's thorough modernity and the latter two papers' effort to keep
their front pages conservative.

The DePauw of 1985 does not reach the level of modernity of USA Today, most
obviously in the lack of color, but it is beginning to match The New York Times in
incorporating modem characteristics. In the September 24, 1985 issue, the majority of
pages feature column variation, and all but two items in the issue are packaged in
rectangles, the exceptions being the "letters to the editor" package and a list of campus
events, both sized to fit around advertising. The split between items laid out vertically

The New York Times, September 24, 1985; The Wall Street Journal, September 24, 1985; USA Today,
September 4, 1985.
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and horizontally in the issue is nearly even. The masthead of the 1985 The DePauw
usually includes a photo teaser on the same level as the paper's title - a look closer to

USA Today than the Times or Journal. While the September 24 th issue features no
graphics besides photos, giving the Times a clear edge in modem design on that front, the
staff list for fall 1985 includes a graphics editor, a sign that the newspaper's makeup was
being affected by modern design's large emphasis on graphics. 59 Modernizing The

DePauw's look through a more design-oriented staff seems to have been an inconsistent
effort though; the paper listed a graphics editor only sporadically during the semesters of
the late 1980s. Overall, between 1980 and 1985 The DePauw made huge transitions to a
modem design layout, supporting Utt and Pasternack's conclusion that the years 19811986 were a time of homogenization in the newspaper industry.
The addition of a graphics editor in 1985 also places The DePauw within another
industry trend noted by researcher Ann Auman in a 1992 study of 109 newspapers across
the country. Following the diffusion of computer software for design and the increased
emphasis on graphics, thanks in large part to USA Today, many newspapers began adding
positions specifically to oversee design for the first time. Auman found that larger
newspapers were the first to add design staff, and that the mean year for the creation of a
dedicated design staff was 1989 - putting The DePauw's creation of a graphics editor
position right in the normal range. 60

The DePauw, September 24, 1985.
Ann Auman, "Design Desks: Why Are More and More Newspapers Adopting Them?" Newspaper
Research Journal 15:2 (Spring 1994): 129-130, 135.
59
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The 1990s and beyond: modernism becomes ubiquitous

By 1990, the tenets of modem design had finally been clearly defined and widely
dispersed. From the 1970s to this point, change and modernity had been almost
interchangeable, as any alteration a newspaper made likely moved it closer to the rules of
modem philosophy. After the homogenization period described by Utt and Pasternack,
change no longer equated with modernism, because once a paper was fully modem, it
could not become more so. If anything came to replace modernism as the vanguard of
newspaper design, it would have to be what Barnhurst and Nerone describe as the
postmodern or "grabbag" approach. As previously discussed, this philosophy operates not
with a set of specific guidelines, as modernity does, but with a 'whatever works'
mentality that makes its use hard to identify.61 Arguably, a postmodern newspaper would
be recognized by the variety of its look, yet the use of different approaches in the same
issue can't always be said to be a sign of postmodernism. It would be foolish to posit that
the 1980s-era Wall Street Journal followed postmodern philosophy because it featured a
Victorian front page and somewhat modem inside pages. In a larger historical context, it
becomes clear that this dichotomy is evidence of the paper's slowness to adopt modem
design, but if one were to look at a 1980s issue of the Journal as a standalone source, one
might believe the paper was on the cutting edge of postmodernism. To some extent,
postmodernism is in the eye of the beholder.
With that caution in mind, a non-modernist change made by all four newspapers
between 1985 and 1990 might be taken as evidence of postmodernism. Taken as a whole,
the October 2, 1990 issues of The New York Times, Wall Street Journal, The DePauw and

USA Today feature more exceptions to modular design than the 1985 source issues did.
61

Barnhurst and Nerone, Form ofNews, 211, 261-262.
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On September 24,1985, many of the Times's pages had featured non-rectangular items,
and that trend held steady or slightly increased five years later. Of the six section fronts in
the Times's October 2, 1990 issue, three feature completely modular design and three
include exceptions. 62 The Journal's front page from the same date maintains the sixcolumn, completely vertical look it has used for decades, and its inside section fronts are
wholly modular, but each of the three sample section-inside pages features exceptions to
modular design. 63 In The DePauw's October 2,1990 issue, seven of the 12 pages (The
increase from eight pages to 12 is notable in its own right.) include at least one nonmodular story package. 64 And even though USA Today made very few design changes
between 1985 and 1990, it uses more of the L-shaped headline/story packages in its
October 2, 1990 issue than it had on September 24, 1985. The "Life" section front utilizes
this technique the most, with only three of the page's six stories laid out in rectangles. 65

Only three ofthe six stories on the front
page ofUSA Today's October 2, 1990
"Life" section front are laid out in
modular format. All four source
newspapers decreased their adherence
to modular layout between 1985 and
1990.

62
63
64
65

The New York Times, October 2, 1990.
The Wall Street Journal, October 2, 1990.
The DePauw, October 2, 1990.
USA Today, October 2, 1990.
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Aside from this change, USA Today follows all the same practices it had in 1985:
column variation, use of border lines to separate items on the page, prominent cartoonlike infographics and color. 66 The New York Times's use of uniform columns has held
steady or increased slightly between 1985 and 1990, matching the paper's conservatism
toward modular design. 67 These two factors combined mean the Times of 1990 looks no
more modem than the Times of 1980, save for more widespread use of graphics. In the
same vein, The Wall Street Journal of October 2, 1990 features few changes from past
years. The sample pages from the issue feature no column variation whatsoever - a step
back from the small use of the technique in 1980 and 1985. The Journal also saw no
moves toward a more modular design or inclusion of photos. Neither the Times nor the
Journal featured color in 1990. 68
The similarity between the USA Today of 1985 and 1990 is understandable,
because in '85 the newspaper already featured a fully modem look. The conservatism
seen in the Times and Journal in some ways supports the mainstream scholarly narrative
of print design history, and in other ways undermines it. As large newspapers with ample
resources, both the Times and Journal took their initial steps toward modernism in the
late 1970s, when "early adopters" were updating their looks. In the 1980s, while many
newspapers were playing catch-up due to the inspiration of USA Today, the Times and
Journal were refining their designs. 69 By the end of the 80s, as the most frenzied period
of modernization tailed off, these two papers had completed their years of

Ibid.
The New York Times, October 2, 1990.
68 The New York Times, October 2,1990; The Wall Street Journal, October 2,1990.
69 Utt and Pasternack, "How They Look," 621, 626.
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experimentation and settled on (temporarily) stable looks. In most respects, the timelines
of change for the Times and Journal supports historians' views.
The complications come from the extent to which the two papers adopted modem
design. Most tellingly, the Times and Journal were latecomers to the use of color printing
given their size and national stature. The Times began running color photos on the front
page in 1997, the Journal in 2002. 70 Technology and staffing were certainly not
hindering the papers from the move toward color; remaining in black and white appears
to have been a conscious decision by both papers to sustain their traditional images. Such
thinking reflects the same philosophy that led the Times to modernize its inside sections
much more than its news pages in the 1970s: Successful newspapers should maintain
their public image to remind readers of their longtime prominence. 71
Aside from the absence of color, the Times more or less adopted all the tenets of
modem design between the late 1970s and the mid 1980s, though older ways of thinking
about page design, such as non-modular layout, are still present in 1990. The Journal,
however, remains in many ways a Victorian paper in 1990: no photos, little column
variation and frequent exceptions to modular design. After a period of stability in the late
1980s and early 1990s, both papers completed their incorporation of modern design
around the tum of the century, but it is likely no coincidence that the parts of both papers
that saw the least amount of change during the '70s and '80s were their front pages. The
concern with maintaining an established look in the midst of change kept both the Times
and Journal from abandoning parts of their pre-modernist design, complicating the idea
that the newspaper industry unabashedly accepted modernism during these two decades.
70 Sandra H. Utt and Steve Pasternack, "Front Page Design:
orne Trends Continue,"
Journal 24:3 (Summer 2003): 49.
71 Barnhurst and
erone, Form of ews, 268.
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Clockwise: The October 2, 1990 front pages ofThe DePauw, USA Today, The Wall Street Journal and The
New York Times.

While the late 1980s were a time of little change for the national newspapers, The
DePauw's October 2,1990 issue shows the paper was continuing to incorporate modem
design, though one change though - the move away from modular design discussed
earlier - actually goes against modem philosophy. The most noticeable modem change
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the paper has made is moving toward a more horizontal layout. Half of the October 2,
1990 issue's pages have a story and headline that run the entire length of the page.
Some important changes to The DePauw at this time have more to do with content
than design: The paper has increased the mode number of pages per issue from eight to
12 and has created a dedicated features section. The creation of a "Features" section in
the paper follows an industry-wide trend toward more features coverage, but the fact that

The DePauw's "Features" section is designed to look exactly the same as the news pages
shows a trend The DePauw did not join: using the "Features" section to showcase the
most visually sophisticated stories in the paper. 72
But placed on page seven in the "Features" section of the October 2, 1990 issue is
a small but important sign of the new visual possibilities for The DePauw: a computergenerated map. Its small size and simplicity indicate how different The DePauw's
emphasis on graphics is from either The New York Times with its "Science Times"
informative diagrams or USA Today with its cartoon-charts, but the infographic is a far
cry from the similar map illustrated by hand in The DePauw's April 30, 1971 issue. Just
as important, though, is the credit below the map: "Courtesy Indianapolis Star,"
indicating the graphic was not made by The DePauw's staff. 73

This computer-generated map from the
October 2, 1990 issue of The DePauw
stands in stark contrast to the hand-drawn
map pictured on page 12, which comes
from the Avril 30. 1971 issue.
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The DePauw, October 2, 1990; Bogart, "State of the Industry," 89.
The DePauw, October 2,1990.
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Though the presence of a computer-generated graphic marks a major step forward
for The DePauw's modernization, within a few years such features would no longer be
considered cutting edge. Utt and Pasternack's 1993 study of newspaper front pages
concluded that by that time, the once revolutionary features of USA Today were now
commonplace. 74 Eighty-two percent of the study's respondents used modular design, and
the same number regularly varied column widths. Seventy-eight percent had increased
the use of front-page infographics between 1987 and 1993. The majority of papers
regularly placed items, mostly teasers, above their masthead. 75 While the authors had
identified a "modernization gap" in their studies done in the 1980s, that gap closed during
the early '90s, they said, due to technology and the spread of design staffs.

76

Closing that gap meant that many newspapers were modernizing, but also that
leaders were holding their designs steady. This is the phenomenon one finds when
examining the September 8,1995 issues of USA Today and The New York Times. USA
Today's look on this date is nearly identical to its September 24, 1985 issue. The only

notable change is a reduction in the number of front-page stories in favor of adding
teasers. On September 24, 1985 the paper's front page had included six stories and one
large standalone infographic. On September 8, 1995, the front page includes four stories
and two photo teasers to inside stories. 77 The Times has also reduced the number of
stories on its front page, from eight on October 2, 1990 to six on September 8, 1995. The
only other major change to the Times over this five-year span is the periodic addition of

Pasternack and Utt, "lO-Year Update," 2.
Pasternack and Utt, "lO-Year Update," 5-8.
76 Pasternack and Utt, "lO-Year Update," II.
77 USA Today, September 24, 1985 and September 8, 1995.
74
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teasers above inside-section mastheads. The September 8, 1995 issue includes a row of
photo teasers to sports items at the top of its "Metropolitan" section front. 78
Unlike the Times and USA Today, The Wall Street Journal still had great
opportunity for modernization during the early 1990s, but conservatism remained the rule
at the Journal. Changes did occur; they simply came in small ways. The September 8,
1995 issue features the return and slight expansion of column variation after the practice
was absent on October 2, 1990. And while color is nowhere to be found in the Journal's
pages, the paper's September 8, 1995 sample pages feature two small photo
reproductions accompanying stories: the cover of the most recent Avon catalogue and a
frame from the movie Showgirls. Such specialized visuals show the Journal has still not
fully embraced photography, but the paper has begun to prominently feature another kind
of visual: illustrations. On many of the pages from September 8, 1995, illustrations are
used in the same way most papers use photos: as an eye-catching feature that conveys
part of the accompanying story's message to the reader visually. An illustration is even
used as a teaser on the issue's front page, taking the traditional spot reserved for a
financial chart or table. The widespread use of illustrations brings some level of diversity
to the pages of the Journal, but with many exceptions to modular packaging, only
occasional column variation, no color and a slight use of photography at best, the paper's
design is still not modern. 79

78
79

The New York Times, October 2,1990 and September 8,1995.
The Wall Street Journal, September 8, 1995.
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These two photo
reproductions from
the September 8,
1995 Wall Street
Joumalrepresentthe
paper's move away
from using only
illustrations, though
the Joumal still
laggedfar behind
industry trends in its
use ofphotos.

During these years, The DePauw became a fully modem newspaper, on the other
hand. One of the paper's most important modernizations was an increase in the use and
prominence of infographics. The DePauw never approached the infographic-heavy style
of USA Today or some of The New York Times's inside sections, but its September 8,
1995 issue illustrates how the use of fairly simple infographics infiltrated its pages during
the early 90s. On page two of every issue this semester, The DePauw features a package
of brief news items from around the world. The centerpiece of this package is a world
map with numbers higWighting the location for each brief on the page. On the next page
of the September 8, 1995 issue, the dominant visual element is a DePauw street map
illustrating to readers where student parking locations are on campus. Neither of these
items approaches the visual complexity of the average USA Today "USA Snapshot" from
10 years earlier, but they show that The DePauw has begun to regard infographics as
worthwhile central items in their own right, rather than as accompaniment to a story - a
change that parallels the transition of photos in the paper between 1971 and 1975. The
inclusion of a managing editor for design on the paper's staff in fall 1994 is. also
indicative of how important The DePauw now considers graphic presentation. 8o

80

The DePauw, September 8, 1995.
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While The DePauw had introduced
computer graphics by 1990, the paper
had stepped up their use by 1995. These
graphics from the September 8, 1995
issue illustrate The DePauw's graphic
capabilities.

That concern for visuals is reflected in the content of the September 8, 1995 issue
beyond just infographics. Five years earlier The DePauw's "Features" section had looked
the same as its news pages, but in 1995 the paper uses the section to present more
visually complex story packages, like the full-page piece on fraternity house dogs on
page 10 of the September 8 issue. There is no central article within the piece, only small
blurbs of text accompanying each photo, making art the dominant characteristic of the
page. These text blurbs don't share any column pattern; each is treated as a distinct item
within the package. The piece also includes ample white space, as the photo/text
groupings are laid out quite loosely. While some scholars could look at the page and
argue it is indicative of postmodernism, content like the September 8, 1995 "Features" .
lead story undoubtedly places The DePauw within what Utt and Pasternack believe was
the dominant trend of the 1990s: "integrating words and art.,,81

81

Utt and Pasternack, "Some Trends Continue," 49.
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The lead story in the September 8, 1995
"Features" section a/The DePauw shows
the paper's increasing emphasis on visuals
vs. text.

But just as important as an approach that gives equal weight to text and art is the
addition of color to The DePauw's front and back pages for the first time in 1991. 82 Most
of the tenets of modem design are concerned with maximizing readers' comprehension of
the news through the arrangement of items, but color's primary purpose is to make the
paper look lively. It was for that reason that many editors initially derided USA Today as
"McPaper,,,83 but its strategy worked so well, according to one study, that in the first 11
years after USA Today's debut, the number of newspapers regularly running front-page
photos in color jumped 14 percent, though those papers still represented slightly less than
half of respondents.84 Utt and Pasternack went so far as to say that "a black and white
photo in 1993 on the front page is as rare as a color photo was in 1970.,,85 Characterizing

The DePauw's place in the trend toward color printing is difficult because the paper went
to color in two phases. From 1991 to 2000, color front and back pages were a frequent

The DePauw, August 24, 1991.
Prichard, McPaper, 8.
84 Pasternack and Utt, "lO-Year Update," 7.
85 Pasternack and Utt, "lO-Year Update," 9.
82
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but not regular feature of The DePauw. Beginning in 2000, every issue featured color
printing on at least these pages. 86 Perhaps the safest assessment is that by gaining color in

1991, The DePauw was playing catch-up rather than joining the cutting edge of design,
but it remained within the flow of industry trends.
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Clockwise: The September 8, 1995 front pages afThe DePauw, USA Today, The Wall Street Journal and
The New York Times.

See the August 24, 1991 and September 6, 1991 editions of The DePauw for an example of a color issue
and black-and-white issue back to back. See the April 2, 2000 and April 5, 2000 issues for the same. The
DePauw began printing every issue with some pages in color on August 19,2000.
86
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Those trends are characterized by the continued diffusion of modernism after
1995, in both the specific national newspapers examined in this paper and in the print
media industry overall. As was noted earlier, The New York Times would make its last

transition to modernism in 1997 by adding color. The Wall Street Journal followed suit in
2002, also adding front-page photography - by far a bigger transition than anything that
occurred at the paper between 1970 and 1995. The already modem USA Today made
tweaks to its look, becoming more consistently modular and giving more prominence to
photos than infographics, though the paper's signature cartoon-infographic style
remained. 87
Utt and Pasternack's most recent industry survey, done in 2002, found that
modernism was still the predominant design philosophy in print media, but its diffusion
was tailing off because of its ubiquity. Ninety-five percent of respondents used modular
format, and most mixed vertical and horizontal packaging. Ninety-four percent ran all of
their page-one photos in color. Newspapers continued to give more space to visual
elements: Half of the papers in the study had increased the size of their dominant photo
since 1993, and 45 percent had increased the average number of infographics on their
front page. The survey indicated one major tenet of modernism was on the decline
though. In 1993, 82 percent of respondents said they regularly varied column widths on
page one; in 2002, that number shrank to 66 percent. 88 While it is difficult to definitively
characterize this trend as postmodern, since that philosophy has no concrete traits, the
decline in column variation may be a sign that newspapers no longer accept every aspect
of modem design as gospel. Based upon both the trends in print media leaders and the

87
88

See USA Today, October 6,2000 and March 1,2005, for example.
Utt and Pasternack, "Some Trends Continue," 53-55, 59.
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industry as a whole, however, it is clear modernism continued its dominance into the 21 st
century.
Fully modernized by 1995, The DePauw reflects modem design's dominance of
newspapers. With the addition of color, modular design, frequent horizontal packaging,
column variation, prominent visuals (both photos and infographics) and a slight reduction
in the number of front-page stories, it is reasonable to say that between 1971 and 1995,
The DePauw visually became a different newspaper. Over that 24-year span The DePauw

had gone from a firmly Victorian newspaper to a firmly modem one, with most of the
relevant changes coming in the last 14 years of that period. Add to the paper's appearance
the facts that by 1995 the average issue ran 16 pages - a doubling in size in 10 years and that the staff included positions concerned specifically with design, and there is no
major trend relating to modem design which The DePauw did not incorporate.

Conclusion
In comparing The DePauw's adoption of modem design to the experiences of
print industry leaders, one sees the competing forces affecting any newspaper's decisions
to change its look: technology, staff resources, print space and the closely related areas of
potential audience reaction and financial consequences. Such complications do not
necessarily contradict identified historical trends, but they lead us to see that beneath such
trends lay vastly different motivations and experiences. Generally speaking, the
nationally circulated newspapers began modernizing sooner than many others, probably
because of superior resources, but took different approaches in different parts of the
newspaper. Fearing an abrupt design shift would disturb their prestigious image, these
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newspapers' front pages were modernized at a far slower pace than the rest of the paper.
And despite the early start, these national papers held on to some aspects of Victorian
design longer than The DePauw, for the same reasons they avoided change on the front
page.
The DePauw, on the other hand, far more closely follows the scholarly narrative

of the transition to modern design. It did not make a concerted effort to leave
Victorianism until the 1980s, during the "homogenization period" of modernism. The
only modem characteristics the paper then lacked - computer graphics, color printing and
the inclusion of story packages weaving together dominant art and text - all appear to be
products of a resource gap. By 1995, when that gap had largely closed across the
industry, The DePauw could be called a fully modem newspaper. Throughout this period,
The DePauw introduced its changes without any hesitation, including making massive

shifts on the front page and introducing a "Features" section that came to house visually
sophisticated content. As a college newspaper, The DePauw has always consisted of
inevitably temporary staff members making a product for an inevitably temporary
audience. Those circumstances allowed the newspaper to modernize without the sense of
reservation present in national newspapers.
Examining the design changes of other newspapers would help historians more
concretely define the effects that resources and audience dynamics have on newspapers'
modernization. Research on other college newspapers would allow historians to see if the
impermanent nature of such papers caused the majority to modernize following roughly
the same arc as The DePauw, or if The DePauw itself is an outlier. A study of a larger
college newspaper with more resources (technology, staff, money, etc.) would contribute
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greatly to this discussion. If such a paper became fully modem earlier than The DePauw,
it would indicate that the presence or absence of a long-term audience with expectations
of what its newspaper 'should look like' is the contributing factor to a paper's approach
to change. If a larger college newspaper modernized later than The DePauw, however, it
would raise doubts about both the audience-reliance theory and the importance of ample
resources to enacting change. There is also a need to research the design changes of small
mainstream newspapers, where resources made modernization more difficult than at
papers like The New York Times. Historians could discover if such newspapers are more
similar to large papers like the three examined here in terms of audience dynamics, or if
these small newspapers' readership is less affected by change because of their
comparatively minor status. If scholars approach more sources with the same questions
asked in this project, they will come to a better understanding of the causes behind a
major media trend: the nearly ubiquitous acceptance of the modem school of design in
American newspapers.
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